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Abstract Microphysical understanding of the variability

in rain requires a statistical characterization of different

drop sizes both in time and in all dimensions of space.

Temporally, there have been several statistical characteri-

zations of raindrop counts. However, temporal and spatial

structures are neither equivalent nor readily translatable.

While there are recent reports of the one-dimensional

spatial correlation functions in rain, they can only be

assumed to represent the two-dimensional (2D) correlation

function under the assumption of spatial isotropy. To date,

however, there are no actual observations of the (2D)

spatial correlation function in rain over areas. Two reasons

for this deficiency are the fiscal and the physical impossi-

bilities of assembling a dense network of instruments over

even hundreds of meters much less over kilometers. Con-

sequently, all measurements over areas will necessarily be

sparsely sampled. A dense network of data must then be

estimated using interpolations from the available observa-

tions. In this work, a network of 19 optical disdrometers

over a 100 m by 71 m area yield observations of drop

spectra every minute. These are then interpolated to a 1 m

resolution grid. Fourier techniques then yield estimates of

the 2D spatial correlation functions. Preliminary examples

using this technique found that steadier, light rain decor-

relates spatially faster than does the convective rain, but in

both cases the 2D spatial correlation functions are aniso-

tropic, reflecting an asymmetry in the physical processes

influencing the rain reaching the ground not accounted for

in numerical microphysical models.

1 Introduction

The existence of temporal and spatial structures in rain is

widely recognized. One of the primary motivations for

studies of this structure has long been hydrological appli-

cations, specifically flood predictions and flood warnings.

However, a continuing dilemma facing these applications

is the general sparseness of instruments for directly mea-

suring the rain (e.g., rain gages). The discovery in the

1940s that radars detect rain opened the possibility of using

remote sensing to ‘fill-in’ for missing rain gage measure-

ments. The quest to make such radar measurements suffi-

ciently quantitative led to detailed studies of the

microstructure of the rain starting with the studies of

raindrop size distributions of Wexler (1948), Marshall and

Palmer (1948), and Best (1950) which are still continuing

today (Uijlenhoet et al. 2003a, b; Steiner et al. 2004).

Unfortunately, the dimensions of the radar and satellite

beams are often from one up to several kilometers. This is

known to affect retrievals using power laws between the

radar reflectivity factor and rainfall rate (Sassi et al. 2014),

for example. Hydrological applications and flood warnings,

however, sometimes require finer resolution usually

attempted through downscaling of radar measurements

(e.g., Lanza et al. 2001) and outputs from numerical

models (e.g., Venugopal et al. 1999a, b; Droegemeier et al.

2000; Ferraris et al. 2002; Rebora et al. 2006; Huebener

et al. 2007).
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Conversely, observations of rainfall parameters are

sometimes used as inputs into numerical forecast models in

an attempt to ‘adjust’ the computations, to improve fore-

casts and to evaluate the quality of these forecasts (e.g.,

Tustison et al. 2001; Ahrens and Beck 2008). Often these

models, designed for much larger scales, even use input

from 8 inch diameter rain gage measurements which must

then be ‘upscaled’ to match the kilometer grid spacing of

the models.

There are other reasons for understanding of the spatial

structure of rain itself. These include predictions of com-

munication fading (Crane 1990; Hodges et al. 2005); the

translation of space observations of precipitation down to

regional scales (e.g., Verlinde 2011); and downscaling of

global climate model predictions to regional scales (e.g.,

Mannshardt-Shamseldin et al. 2010).

For these reasons, research into the variability of rain

has generally fallen into two classes of studies, namely,

those which characterize the microstructure of the rain and

those more focused on what may be called the

macrostructure of the rain. The latter is largely focused on

the spatial distributions of rainfall rates on scales larger

than 1 km and/or over long times (Lee and Zawadzki 2005;

Lee et al. 2009; Tokay and Bashor 2010; Tapiador et al.

2010; Jaffrain and Berne 2012a, b).

It is only recently that it has become possible to begin

studying what may be called the macroscale variability of

the microstructure of rain in large part with the advent of

inexpensive yet reliable disdrometers. The ground-break-

ing work of Tapiador et al. (2010) and of Jaffrain and

Berne (2012a) used observations of spatially separated

optical disdrometers to compute the spatial correlations of

moments of the drop size distributions (i.e., the rainfall

rate, the radar reflectivity factor, mean drop size) between

pairs of instruments separated by distances varying from

hundreds of meters to a few kilometers as has Jameson

et al. (2015a) on scales less than 100 m. As important as

these studies are, however, they are only one-dimensional

pair correlations, not the complete two-dimensional cor-

relation functions over an area. Yet such two-dimensional

information is not only important to science for developing

a better understanding of rain formation and for a more

complete understanding the origin of coherent radar

backscatter from precipitation (Jameson and Kostinski

2010a, b), but also very important for understanding the

physics of soil erosion (Kinnell 2005; Caracciolo et al.

2012), a multibillion dollar a year loss to agriculture (Uri

and Lewis 1999).

At larger scales, the two dimensionality of rain struc-

tures produce the variability that can affect urban flooding,

localized flood warnings and both urban (Sangati and

Borga 2009) and mountain (Meusburger et al. 2012) runoff

planning. Yet all that is known about this structure is what

few 1D observations exist in clouds (Kostinski and Jame-

son 2000; Shaw et al. 2002) and rain (Kostinski et al. 2006;

Jameson et al. 2015a). But the processes of precipitation

formation are not only variable in time and the vertical

direction, as replicated in many numerical simulations;

they are also variable in the horizontal plane. That is, one

cannot understand all the processes affecting rain forma-

tion and evolution by just looking at a point in space or by

following a drop in time. For example, recent studies of the

evolution of cloud droplets into larger drops emphasize the

role played by multi-dimensional droplet clustering (Shaw

et al. 1998, 2002; Kostinski and Shaw 2001, 2005). The

same likely applies to rain as well.

Because rainfall parameters are random variables, it is

necessary to describe any structures statistically. Most of

the time, such descriptions are based upon single instru-

ments measuring a time series of drop counts (disdrome-

ters) or upon rainfall accumulations (rain gages) over

detector areas of 50–100 cm2, in the case of disdrometers,

and typically a few hundred cm2 for rain gages. For both

disdrometers and rain gages, most observations are usually

made at a nominal temporal resolution of 1 min, but some

disdrometers are capable of sub-second resolution. What-

ever the temporal resolution, a common statistical tool for

studying the structure of rain in time using a disdrometer is

the correlation function of counts of different sizes of drops

(Kostinski and Jameson 1997; Jameson and Kostinski

2000). As useful as such studies have been, they are not

equivalent to one-dimensional (1D) spatial observations

(Jameson et al. 2015a). Only recently have there been a few

estimates of the 1D spatial correlation functions in rain on

the scale of meters (Jameson et al. 2015a) for rain drops

and up to 1 km (Jaffrain and Berne 2012a) and longer (van

de Beek et al. 2012) for the rainfall rate and the radar

reflectivity factor (Tapiador et al. 2010). At present there

are no reports of the two-dimensional (2D) correlation

functions over areas of rain using observations.

The reason is the sparseness of instrumentation over

even small areas, much less those having kilometer

dimensions. As in any field of research, when this occurs, a

dense network of measurements over two dimensions must

then be estimated using interpolations from the available

observations.

Such an approach has obvious pitfalls because it implies

a continuous spatial relation among data points when, in

fact, none may exist. For example, suppose all of the

observations were random numbers. An interpolation

scheme would still produce smooth surfaces and non-zero

correlation functions. This obvious failure can at least

partially be avoided by inspecting the data to be certain that

there is continuity in time and space among the observa-

tions at the different locations so that any interpolated

fields are not artifacts but informed guesses as to what lies
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between the measurements. It must be remembered at all

times, however, that the resulting 2D correlation functions

only represent estimates of what the actual correlation

function may have been, and will underestimate fluctua-

tions in any field with structures both smaller than instru-

ment separation, larger than the size of the array, and due

to other factors like field intermittency.

It is also important to use an interpolation method that

does not create artificial features that would influence the

estimates of the correlation function. In this work, we use

commercially available software to implement the con-

servative interpolation method of Watson (1992) based

upon the concept of natural neighbors (Sibson 1981). It is

essentially a distance and Voronoi partitions weighted

interpolation scheme that conserves the observed obser-

vation. Each interpolated field looks much like a sheet of

rubber stretched over all of the observation points. Unlike

many other interpolation schemes such as those conserving

first derivatives, this method does not produce artificial

spatial maxima nor minima between observations. This is

important because it means that it does not artificially alter

the intrinsic correlation function. It is worth dwelling on

this a little, since interpolation makes the estimation of the

2D spatial correlation function over areas possible.

First, it is important to note that it is 2D spatial corre-

lation that is responsible for the observed structures in rain.

This is demonstrated in Fig. 1 where we begin with a

featureless random field of numbers as illustrated in

Fig. 1a. Using a one-dimensional decaying exponential

function having a correlation length of Xl = 15 units, these

random data points can be correlated in two dimensions

using the so-called root matrix method described in detail

in (Johnson 1994; Jameson and Kostinski 1999; Jameson

2015). The result of this correlation is illustrated in Fig. 1b

where there are now structures where none existed previ-

ously. While these were just random numbers, the same

approach can be used to simulate rain as well (Jameson

2015). Structures are equivalent to the presence of corre-

lation. Hence, if one uses an interpolation method that does

not produce structures (as some interpolation methods do)

while leaving the observations exactly, it does not, there-

fore, add spurious correlations. What it does do, however,

is yield a smooth, continuous function everywhere except

at the point of observations which are exactly matched at

each data source. As will be shown below, this allows one

to estimate the 2D spatial correlation function over areas.

An example of this interpolation will be presented in a

subsequent section.

First, however, in the next section, it is necessary to

present the quantities being estimated and the methodology

for doing so. Subsequent sections will briefly describe the

network of instruments, a description of the data being

analyzed and an example of the natural neighbor

interpolation of raindrop rate followed by data analyses and

a concluding discussion.

2 Preliminary considerations

Following the description in Jameson et al. (2015a), let us

consider a random variable, w, as an element in a statisti-

cally homogeneous 2D field W. Let us also consider two

instruments, one located at r~and the other at r~þ Dr~. Let us
also assume that there are M such pairs. At each instant in

Fig. 1 a A field of random numbers and b the field in (a) after

applying an exponentially decaying 2D correlation function. Struc-

tures are now apparent. In this work, we use this statistical framework

and treat correlations as the statistical evidence for the presence of

structures and vice versa
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time, one can then define a correlation function between

the w observed over all M pairs as

qðDr~; hÞ ¼
1
M

PM
i¼1 wðr~; hÞiwðr~þ Dr~; hÞi � l2

r2
ð1Þ

where l is the mean value of w over W and r2 is the

variance over the interval. We have a time series of such

correlations which we then average as denoted by the

overbar, q Dr~; hð Þ. Throughout the remainder of this work,

the overbar is understood.

It is also worth noting that the ratio of the correlation

function to the pair correlation function is just r2/l2. [The
pair correlation is the measurement of how, on average, the

number of particles varies as a function of the spatial

separation between two locations]. This is also the value of

the pair correlation function at zero separation of mea-

surement locations and is called the spatial pair correlation

function coefficient (SPCFC). Thus, the correlation func-

tion can be converted to the pair correlation function after

multiplying by the SPCFC (Jameson et al. 2015a).

There is more than one way to calculate qðDr~; hÞ. One
method is to perform a 2D correlation of the rectilinear (x–

y) matrix of values. This direct method is accomplished by

shifting the matrix with respect to itself, multiplying the

values in the overlapping area and the renormalizing to the

values in over-lapping area for each shift in the X- and Y-

directions. Unlike the direct method, another approach is to

use all the data simultaneously by calculating the 2D power

spectrum of the spatial distribution of w. That is, one first

calculates l and removes it from all the elements inW. The

Fourier transform of theseW times its complex conjugate is

then the variance spectrum, i.e., the magnitude of the

variance as a function of wavenumber (Blackman and

Tukey 1975). If one then takes the inverse 2D Fourier

transform of this variance spectrum, one derives the 2D

correlation function by the Weiner-Khintchine theorem

(Wiener 1930; Khintchine 1934). If w were drop counts,

for example, after normalization this correlation function is

equivalent to qðDr~; hÞ or to the 2D pair correlation function

after multiplying by the SPCFC. Calculations show that

this method is less noisy than a direct matrix calculation.

As for any sample by sample calculation of a correlation

function even using the direct method, the data must be

assumed or shown to be approximately statistically

homogeneous. This is not always easy to demonstrate since

the meteorology introduces correlations, although some

methods exist (Anderson and Kostinski 2010). In earlier

studies, these data have been shown to be essentially sta-

tistically homogeneous. However, because we will only be

using temporal averages qðDr~; hÞ; this is not an issue

because averages are calculated from summations which

are commutative so that tends and correlations, which

reflect order, do not matter. Correlations and trends can be

readily destroyed by simply reshuffling of the data; yet the

averages remain unaffected.

In addition, however, there is the so-called radial cor-

relation function q(Dr) which is just the azimuthal inte-

gration of qðDr~; hÞ, i.e.

qðDrÞ ¼
Z

h

qðDr~; hÞdh ð2Þ

where h is the azimuthal angle which, for this network, lies

between 0 and p/2 radians. In this work, q(Dr) is calculated
by converting the 2D correlation function in rectilinear

coordinates into radius and azimuthal coordinates and then

integrating at each Dr over all the available angles. Mul-

tiplication by the SPCFC converts the radial correlation

function into the so-called radial distribution function.

Approximations to this function have been reported in the

literature (e.g., Tapiador et al. 2010; Jaffrain and Berne

2012a) for the radar reflectivity factor and the rainfall rate,

respectively.

2.1 Data and analyses

The network consists of three arms (Arm 1: detectors

Q,R,S,T, U,V,W; Arm 2: H,J,K,N,P; Arm3: B,C,D,E,F,G),

two being orthogonal (Arm1, Arm3) and the remainder

(Arm2) bisecting the right angle. Detector A is at the ori-

gin. Instruments were then placed along each arm

sequentially at 1.93, 3.73, 7.2, 13.9, 26.83, 51.79, and

100 m along each arm with the exception of Arm3 which

was required to be less than 100 m because of restrictions

imposed by being at an historical site. The layout is

described in greater detail in and shown visually in

Figs. A1–A3 in (Jameson et al. 2015a). The reader is

referred to that source for further details except to note here

that 1 min drop counts over 22 size bins are recorded every

minute for all the instruments so that we can estimate the

PSD and integrated quantities over all the detectors every

minute.

2.2 An example in intense, convective rain

The rain event presented here occurred on 23 November

2013. While the event lasted 440 min, the analyses pre-

sented in this work considers two periods, one from 15 to

52 min during intense convective rain having a network

mean rainfall rate of 63 mm h-1. The other 310–400 min

period during steadier, light rain having a network mean

rainfall rate of 0.95 mm h-1 will be presented later. Earlier

analyses for other purposes (Jameson et al. 2015a) using

the technique of (Anderson and Kostinski 2010) revealed
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these data to be statistically stationary in each of these two

time periods.

We begin with a time-instrument plot of the intense,

convective rain data for the variables to be analyzed below

as illustrated in Fig. 2. There is apparent continuity in the

spatial observations at different times so that the use of

interpolation appears to be justified. Also note that there

are no vertical temporal structures at any single instrument

that would indicate the presence of over-counting or under-

counting bias in any of the instruments.

Figure 3 is an example of the Watson interpolated

rainfall rate for a 1 min period. The white circles with

crosses indicate the locations of the optical disdrometers

actually used in this work. (Note only 19 of the 21

instruments were operational during this period of early

data collection.) In the X- and diagonal directions, there are

instruments out to 100 m from the origin of the network. In

the Y-direction, the farthest instrument is a little over 71 m

from the origin because of restrictions imposed at this

historical preservation site. During this 1 min, there were

two locations with rainfall rates exceeding 220 mm h-1

which can happen at times in the moisture laden atmo-

sphere in the southern United States.

In the convective rain, we first consider drops of

2.25 mm diameter. Each minute during the 38-min inter-

val, qðDr~; hÞ is calculated beginning with the Watson

interpolated fields of 1 min counts (equivalent to the con-

centration since the fall speed at one drop size is treated as

constant) which extend 100 m in the X-direction and about

72 m in the Y-direction with interpolated values every

meter. Coarser resolution (every 10 m) did not produce any

notable differences in the patterns except that the contours

were more jagged. The 15–52 min mean value, l, is then
subtracted from the 1 min interpolated values, and the

Fourier technique is applied to derive the estimates of

qðDr~; hÞ. The 38 values of these interpolated fields are then

averaged to produce the mean 2D correlation function

which, when multiplied by the SPCFC, is also the mean 2D

pair correlation function. To our knowledge, Fig. 4 is the

first plot of such estimates of the 2D correlation functions

over areas. The X and Y scales are identical even though

their lengths are different. (Note that the separation lengths

are necessarily less than � of the geometric distances

because of the symmetry of the correlation function over

finite domains.). Obviously, the correlation function

decreases along both X-and Y-directions. However, the

most distinctive feature is that the contours do not form

concentric arcs as one would expect for spatially sym-

metric functions.

Before commenting further on this observation, the

radial correlation function, qðDrÞ, is also computed (see

cFig. 2 Time-disdrometer plots of the data analyzed next. These show

that all the variables exhibit continuity spatially throughout time so

that spatial interpolation is a reasonable operation. The letters

correspond to individual detectors plotted as a function of increasing

distance from the origin of the network out to 100 m. Furthermore, no

detector appears to exhibit systematic error
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above) and is plotted in Fig. 5a. The x’s with error bars

correspond to a limited number of values directly estimated

and averaged over 1–120 min (Jameson et al. 2015a).

Clearly, the observations are much more scattered in part

because they were computed using a limited number of

pairs of instruments but also because the pairs of instru-

ments contributing to each separation are often at different

angles with respect to each other. Consequently, spatial

anisotropy likely contributes to the scatter as well. Fur-

thermore, for the direct calculations, there are at most nine

and sometimes only 2–3 pairs of instruments at any par-

ticular separation. By contrast, there are thousands of pairs

at each separation when using the interpolated fields so that

the results are much, much smoother. That is, the analysis

approach using the interpolated fields likely provides a

much more complete exploration of the correlation field by

providing pairs over a wide range of angles and separations

not available using only the direct observations. Further-

more, there are 2.5 9 107 such pairings as compared to the
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171 unique instrument pairs available for the direct cal-

culations so that the accuracy is also much greater [see (6)

in Jameson et al. (2015a) and the discussion in the sum-

mary]. Nevertheless, in spite of their obvious deficiencies,

the observations are sufficient to provide a useful com-

parison with the analysis results. The observed values in

Fig. 5a are derived by dividing the observed SPCFC by the

interval average value. Thus, values in excess of unity can

occur because of spatial anisotropy and local fluctuations in

the SPCFC from the interval average value.

Returning again to the question of anisotropy of the 2D

correlation function, the values of that function along both

the X- and Y-axes are plotted along with the radial cor-

relation function in Fig. 5b. The anisotropy of the func-

tion between the two axes is now readily apparent.

Moreover, because of the angular dependency of the

radial correlation function, the more rapid decrease in the

correlation function along the X as opposed to the Y-di-

rection drives q(Dr) to more closely track what is hap-

pening in the X-direction. Moreover, because of its

angular dependency, the radial correlation function is

even slightly smaller than along the X-direction. Note,

however, that the radial correlation function remains lar-

ger than 0.86 regardless of angle.

Next, we consider an entirely different set of measure-

ments of drops about half the size as in the previous

example, namely D = 1.125 mm. Even though it is a

completely different set of observations, Fig. 6 is quite

similar to Fig. 4. However, Fig. 7a shows that qðDr~; hÞ
decreases more rapidly with increasing separation than it

did for D = 2.25 mm, consistent with Fig. 7 in (Jameson

et al. 2015a). Thus, the analysis technique apparently

captures the essential differences between the two different

drop sizes.

When the values along the axes are plotted, we find

results also quite similar to those for the larger drop size as

Fig. 7b illustrates. Hence, the anisotropy appears to be a

feature of the 38 min of intense rain. Perhaps this is to be

expected over such small spatial and temporal time scales

in structured convective rain translating in a mean direc-

tion. To our knowledge, however, this is the first time this

has been clearly demonstrated. Moreover, it appears to

apply to the rainfall rate itself as shown next.
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That is, for this set of measurements, even for quantities

integrated overall drop sizes, the anisotropy appears in the

rainfall rate itself as illustrated in Fig. 8where once again the

contours are not concentric arcs. However, the decrease in

the correlation with increasing distance is more like that for

the 2.25 mm drops than for the smaller drops. This is not

surprising since it is the larger drops which are contributing

most to the rainfall rate [see Fig. 4 in Jameson et al. (2015a)].

In these data, the radial correlation function for the rainfall

rate R (Fig. 9) most closely matches the values of qðDr~; hÞ
along the X-axis, perhaps suggesting that precipitation ele-

ments are moving from the NW to the SE direction so that

there is more persistent spatial correlation along the Y-axis

since it is oriented along the NW–SE direction. Such a

direction of motion is not uncommon. Of course, geometric

asymmetries in the precipitation elements can yield the same

result under the right circumstances.

Whatever the cause, for an exponentially decreasing

radial correlation function forR, the rate of decrease of q(Dr)
would imply a correlation length of only about 239 m with

complete decorrelation to the 0.01 level at 1.10 km. This is

considerably less than the 1.93 km decorrelation length

found in Switzerland using a network of 16 optical dis-

drometers having a 1 km characteristic dimension (Jaffrain

and Berne 2012a). This makes sense in no small part because

with a 100 m network, an observer will not see all of the

effects of the longer wavelengths (Jameson et al. 2015b).

This suggests the importance of establishing a network of

sparse instruments even up to a dimension of 20 km, based

upon a separate study of rainfall rate variability by Jameson

and Larsen (2015). The technique presented here is well

suited to an analysis of data from such an expanded sparse

network of disdrometers, but at present, no such network

currently exists that still retains these smaller scale structures

while viewing larger scales as well.

2.3 An example in light, steadier rain

As one would expect, there is a considerable difference in

the spatial correlation structure in lighter, steadier rain

from that for the intense, convective rain. An abbreviated

analysis of such an event is presented. The overall average

rainfall rate was of 0.95 mm h-1. A plot of the data to be

analyzed below (Fig. 10) shows spatial continuity at the

different observation times; so that once again, interpola-

tion appears to be reasonable.

When we consider 1.125 mm diameter drops, again

there is asymmetry in the plot of qðDr~; hÞ (Fig. 11). It is

also clear that the correlation decreases much more rapidly

with increasing separation compared to the convective rain

(Fig. 6). Another way of expressing this is that the lighter

rain lacks a lot of the structure (which is what is meant by

coherence) that appears in the more convective rain. Indeed

the radial correlation function (Fig. 12) decreases to 0.55 in

the same distance it took to diminish to about 0.86 in the

convective rain. This more rapid decorrelation is consistent

with the observations reported in Jameson et al. (2015a).

Also in contrast to the convective rain, the correlation

along the X-axis is larger than along the Y-axis out to about

30 m. Moreover, the radial correlation q(Dr) is smaller

than it is along either the X or Y-axis because of the angular

dependence of qðDr~; hÞ. That is, the anisotropy of the

correlation function apparently plays a bigger role in this

lighter rain than in the convective rain perhaps because of

the reduced spatial correlation.

Finally, when we consider the rainfall rate, this aniso-

tropy is even more apparent in both Figs. 13 and 14. The
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decrease in the radial correlation function for the rainfall

rate is much stronger in the lighter rain compared to the

more intense convective rain as illustrated in Fig. 15. q(Dr)
decreases to about 0.68 at 36 m implying that for an

exponentially decreasing correlation function, the correla-

tion length is only about 93 m with complete decorrelation

to the 0.01 level at only 428 m. This is smaller than 1/3 of

those values in the convective rain example. While one

may intuitively expect more wide-spread light rain to be

more uniform and, therefore, more correlated from place to

place, the opposite is true so that in a real sense, the lighter

rain is actually more spatially random than is the convec-

tive rain, but the variability is just not as apparent. How-

ever, more studies are required to explore the potential

generality of the results from these two examples.

3 Summary

In this brief note, an approach for deriving the 2D corre-

lation function over a sparse network of optical disdrom-

eters is developed. For the first time, we get a glimpse of

just what such functions might look like over a small

domain of 71 m 9 100 m defined by 19 optical disdrom-

eters. Such a small network can only yield 171 spatial pairs

Fig. 10 Time-disdrometer plots of the steady, light rain data. These

show that all the variables exhibit continuity spatially through time so

that spatial interpolation is a reasonable operation
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which are much too limited to define any 2D structure over

an area. However, by using a conservative interpolation

scheme that remains true to the data and yet does not

introduce artificial features so that the natural correlation

function remains unaltered, the spatial pairs are increased

to approximately 2.5 9 107 pairs with a data value every

meter in both directions every minute. In part because it is

impractical to compute each pair directly but for other

reasons as well, these interpolated fields are converted to

fields of zero mean numbers. The Fourier transform of this

field times its complex conjugate then yields the field of

variances which can be transformed into the 2D spatial

correlation function using an inverse Fourier transform (via

the Wiener-Khintchine theorem). With a set of 91 1 min

interpolated fields using a 1 m resolution over a

71 m 9 100 m grid, for example, these calculations take

under 1 s on a PC.

The uncertainty in the estimation of the pair correlation

function is given by Eq. 6 in Jameson et al. (2015a). It does

not depend much at all on the number of counts as it does

on the inverse square root of the number of pairs of

detectors (1/HM) multiplied by the inverse square root of

the number of 1 min observations (1/H ) with a very

small contribution going as the inverse of the mean number

of counts, l. This latter term is negligible even for light

rain when the mean counts per minute were at least 100.

We considered two types of rain: one, a 38-min intense

convective rain and the other, a light, steady rain lasting

91 min. Hence, for the more intense rain and for the lighter

rain the 1/H terms are 0.16 and 0.10, respectively. In

both cases, the pairs of points for each separation is on the

order of 252,000 so that the relative errors in the estimates

of q Dr~; hð Þ are on the order of 0.03 % in the heavy rain and

0.02 % in the light rain. Thus, the increased variability in

the light rain compared to the heavier rain appears to be

real. Obviously, however, there are only two examples so

the results should not be treated with generality.

In each case, the 2D spatial correlation function was

computed for each minute as just outlined. These were then

averaged over the entire interval to produce the mean 2D
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spatial correlation function for each type of rain and for

select drop sizes as well as for the rainfall rates.

The results showed that in all cases, the 2D spatial

correlation function was anisotropic. The radial correlation

function is derived by integrating the 2D correlation

function in the azimuthal direction at each radial distance

from the origin. Plots of the radial correlation function also

confirm this asymmetry. While not consistent with the

isotropy assumed by Jaffrain and Berne (2012a), it is

consistent with some of the findings by Tapiador et al.

(2010) over distances of several hundreds of meters to

kilometers at least for the radar reflectivity factor.

To rule out some unknown factors including any

unknown potential effects of interpolation, an independent

check is provided using results from a numerical experi-

ment. In Jameson (2015) measurements by a single Joss-

Waldvogel disdrometer were used to construct 2D rain

fields using the observed concentration distributions as well

as the observed temporal correlation functions at each drop

size. The results for each drop size were then combined to

produce patterns of the rainfall rate and other variables.

One example for the rainfall rate is provided in Fig. 16a.

[Note that the apparent ‘boxy look’ arises from resolution

limitations and is not a processing artifact as explained

further in Jameson (2015)]. When the 2D correlation

function is computed for Fig. 16a using the Fourier method

given above, Fig. 16b shows that there is also significant

asymmetry. For example, the 0.3 contour line intersects the

Y-axis at 2 km but intersects it at 3.4 km at the X-axis. For

completeness, the calculated radial correlation function is

given in Fig. 17 where it appears to be best represented by

an exponential function. These results are independent of

any interpolation. Thus, we conclude that the results pre-

sented in this work are likely valid and that anisotropy may

exist at times at least over shorter intervals and smaller

areas. This is important because it reflects anisotropy in

physical processes producing the precipitation at the

ground. Again, however, these results are derived using a

limited number of cases so that any generalization requires

more research beyond the scope of this method paper.

As intriguing as these findings are, however, they are far

from complete. Observations like these are required over

many more cases and over larger domains and over longer

times, but at least the approach outlined here is readily

scalable. Over long time periods, other conditions, and

longer length scales, such as anisotropy may disappear on

average. However, since there is nothing special about

these data, the results suggest that for some rain events of

reasonable duration, one might reasonably expect some

degree of anisotropy. Moreover, even a few examples of

this anisotropy presented here suggests that one cannot

simply follow a drop in time and height and expect to

explain all of the processes affecting the evolution of that

drop without considering all of the geometric dimensions.

Hence, a full understanding of the microphysical evolution

of rain using numerical simulations will require the inclu-

sion of this multi-dimensionality.

Perhaps most importantly, however, this work provides

a method for using the inevitable sparse network of dis-

drometers to provide information about the 2D correlation

function which is, for all practical purposes, difficult if not

impossible to determine otherwise. Such information is

important to the development of a better understanding of

Fig. 16 a The rainfall rate from a realization using data from a single

disdrometer as described in the text and in greater detail in (Jameson

2015). b The 2D spatial correlation function corresponding to (a).
This approach involves no interpolation, but again the 2D spatial

correlation function exhibits significant anisotropy
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soil erosion, a multi-billion a year loss to agriculture

worldwide (Pimentel et al. 1995; Uri and Lewis 1999).

Ignoring the vertical dimension, soil has two-dimensional

structures which are then convolved with the two-dimen-

sional structures of the rain during erosion. This is at the

cutting edge of research into erosion which is by its nature

a fine scale process.
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